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Strengthening Family Functions and Building a 
Neighborhood Network 
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2?? Content
 2006-2007????? ( Policy Address: family Crisis)
 ??????????????? (Understand changes & impacts)
 ??????????? (challenges to family)
 ?????????? (strengthening family network)
 ???????????????????????????????
?? (Need for a new culture – building a network)
 ????????????????? (neighbourhood 
communities & schools becoming family networks)
 ? 1: ???????????????????????
 ? 2?assumed target audiences today are mostly middle management or 
frontline colleagues Î between policy & service-delivery levels
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Impacts brought about by social changes
1. ??????? (Changing Mode of production)
¾ ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? Æ?
????????? (family relations subsitituted by working 
relations)
¾ Æ??????? (work conflicts becomes family conflicts)
¾ ???????????????????????????Æ?
??????????Æ?????????
(polarization of wealth, knowledge, expectation & relationships)
¾ ??????????????????????????????
???????????????? (more competitive but less 
opportunities, difficulties in making a career)
¾ ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????Æ
?????? (large discrepancies in expectation & realities)
Î???????????????? (rise of conflicts)
4?????????
Impacts brought about by social changes
2.?????????? (technology on people)
 ????????????????????????e-mail????
??? (enhance individual capability, total independency & 
privacy) 
 ?????Digital Divide????????????
 ???????????????????????????????
???(privatised material, space, relationships)
 ???????????????????????????????
?? (bio-technology Î life???)
Æ ?????????????
Æ (individual rights but not responsibilities)
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Impacts brought about by social changes
 ?????: 1996??10?????2033??27?
Longevity: longer & more; less old age support
 ?????????? (low fertility)
1991????????????????????13.6???????
14.1???2004???????????????????11.6?12.4
??
2006??????0.89
 ????????: (from 1996 N=59,000 to 2005 N=101,700)
 ??????:  +90% for the past 10 years (single parents)
 ???? (nuclear family)
???????1991?3.4?????2006?2.9??????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
Î not just a family problem but community’s, has only 
10 years to prepare 
3.???????? (ageing impacts)
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9¾ ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????Î????
(Ageing population + inland migration: family becoming complex)
¾ ???????????Æ???? (physical & psychological 
boundaries less clear Î ‘transients’ mind set
¾ ?????????????????????????????????
Æ???? (family functions weakened, new structure shaky) 
¾ ?????????????????????Æ????????
(traditional family rules challenged Æ values transfer weakened
¾ ???????????????????????????Æ?????
????
(support capabilities weakened, less control on individuals Î less 
order in social organisation) 
????????????
Family changes as a result
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???????????????????????
 ???????? (family-divide) 
 ??????????????????????????????????
?? (egocentric, less collective)
Î???? (loose organization)
 ?????????????????????????(geographic-divide)
 ?????????????????????(share joy – not sorrow)
 ?????????? (???????????????) 
(personal likings exceed collective responsibilities)
 ???????????????????????????????)
(clear division of labour, less giving)
 ????????????????? (living individualised)
 ???????????? (traditional family values weakened
Æ ??????????????????????????????)
(can family structure/functions reconstructed?)
???????????????
changes in values & behaviours
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Maintain & strengthen the present family functions
 ?????????????????????????????(family-
friendly work environment)
 ???????????????????????
(Income-family expenses balanced)
 ?????????? (???????????????
(Control technology, not being controlled)
 ????????????????????
(family life education from young)
 ??????????????? (moral education starts from young)
 ??????????????? (Share not divide family responsibilities)
 ???????????????????
(good neighbours, good friends)
 ??????????? (work seriously, treat family members joyfully)
 ????????????? (always wear a smile)
Æ ???????????
????????????????
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family as core, beighbour as support and government as supplement
???????
???????
??????
Set new norms for 
learning, learning 
through serving & 
giving
????????? (????) (make opportunities 
for interactions e.g. wall-less schools)
????????(??邨???????????)
(love thy neighbours)
???????????????? capacity building 
for the new families (???????????????)
?????????? Inter-generations schools
 Digital Unity instead of Digital Divide
?????邨???? community schools
???????????????????
(corss-professions, -sectors, - departments platforms)
??????????????
(nurturing a giving culture in the community-family
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?? Conslusion
 ????????????????
(maintain & strengthen values still remained)
 ?????????????????????
????????(ۤાछल)
(re-construct  family functions in communities: the family-
community)
 ???????????????????
(using neighbourhood as a foundation, schools as a plaform, for 
serving others)
 ?????????
(self-responsibility as a norm, family care as a goal)
 ??????????????
(Older persons are great asset to be used for keeping family intact) 
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This Chapter has ended
With HOPES
